Human visual attention operates in a context that is complex, social and dynamic. To explore this, we recorded people taking part in a group decision-making task and then showed video clips of these situations to new participants while tracking their eye movements. Observers spent the majority of time looking at the people in the videos, and in particular at their eyes and faces. The social status of the people in the clips had been rated by their peers in the group task, and this status hierarchy strongly predicted where eyetracker participants looked: high-status individuals were gazed at much more often, and for longer, than low-status individuals, even over short, 20-s videos. Fixation was temporally coupled to the person who was talking at any one time, but this did not account for the effect of social status on attention. These results are consistent with a gaze system that is attuned to the presence of other individuals, to their social status within a group, and to the information most useful for social interaction.
Introduction
Human environments have three defining characteristics that are often neglected by researchers investigating visual attention. First, they are very complex, requiring a gaze orienting system evolved to concentrate resources on the most informative objects at the expense of others. This system emerges as a natural consequence of the complexity of the environment and the existence of a foveated visual system: rather than perceiving everything in the visual field with equal fidelity, humans possess a central region of high-acuity which they shift to select items for more extensive processing. Thus, although attention research has traditionally been concerned with covert orienting to stimuli in simple arrays, investigations of attention in natural behaviour have relied increasingly on the measurement of eye movements (Findlay & Gilchrist, 2003; Hayhoe & Ballard, 2005) . In particular, this field of inquiry seeks to identify the stimuli that are likely to attract eye fixations in different conditions. In some circumstances, these stimuli may be best described by their low level features-salient items such as a bright object on a dark background are particularly likely to be fixated (Foulsham & Underwood, 2007; Itti & Koch, 2000) . However, in more realistic and complex situations, where people look is closely related to their actions, goals and cognitions in each environmental context (Ballard & Sprague, 2005; Land & Hayhoe, 2001; Yarbus, 1967) .
A second defining characteristic is that, for humans, this environmental context tends to be social. More often than not, humans are immersed in an environment that includes other people, and a useful, and perhaps fundamental, goal of attention is to keep track of these individuals. Social attention allows people to monitor the behaviour, intentions and emotions of others, in order to guide their own actions, interactions, and learning processes. In laboratory studies, this phenomenon has been studied by showing that the faces, and in particular the eyes, of other people are salient items and powerful attentional cues. For example, schematic eyes direct attention reflexively in a manner thought to correspond to ''gaze following" (Friesen & Kingstone, 1998) . In images of complex natural scenes, viewers spend a large and disproportionate amount of time fixating other people, and in particular the eyes of others
